
General-Purpose 
Pick Hammers
Medium-size point and reach
for general work. 
#14312   Fiberglass
#14313   Wood

Anvil Dolly
Anvil-like shape with a fl at, offset 
surface. Useful in confi ned areas. 
#14307

Dome Dolly
Heel dolly mounted on an extended 
shaft for hard-to-access areas or 
vice mounting.
#14308

Curved Cross 
Chisel Hammers
Great for fi nishing. 
Cross peen is used for 
working in sharp corners. 
Well-balanced curved 
chisel for work in close 
quarters. 
#14316   Fiberglass
#14317   Wood
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Dinging Spoon
Used to ding ridges 
smooth and level. When 
held against a “high 
spot” and struck with a 
hammer, it spreads the 
blow over a large area.
#14301

Striking Face
All hammers feature a 
precision-ground head 
with a    5° radius to 
ensure accurate and 
effective metal movement.
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NEW FAIRMOUNT™ HAMMERS AND DOLLIES
Fairmount body hammers and metal-forming dollies are designed for precision metal-shaping as performed by 
skilled craftsmen for over 100 years. Each piece is crafted from the highest quality raw materials to provide superior 
contour, balance and exacting head confi guration. These highly precise tools are heat-treated and designed to 
provide the comfort and control to achieve professional results. The hand-ground and polished heads are securely 
mounted to fi berglass or genuine hickory handles. With a rich heritage of quality and innovation, these Fairmount 
Hammers & Dollies continue the tradition and will prove to be your most valuable metal forming tools!

Utility Pick 
Hammers
Blunt point, short reach. 
Good for low spots in 
high-crown panels and 
other work with minimal 
clearance. Also good for 
thinner-gauge panels. 
#14314   Fiberglass
#14315   Wood

Cross Chisel 
Hammers
Great for fi nishing. 
Cross peen is used 
for working in sharp 
corners. 
#14310   Fiberglass
#14311   Wood

Shrinking 
Hammer
Serrated face for 
gathering and 
shrinking metal 
stretched by dents. 
#14309   Fiberglass

Curved Dolly
Short, slim general-purpose dolly. Used 
for beads or fl anges on fenders. The fl at 
side is great under the curve of the fender.
#14305

Shrinking Dolly
Shaped like a toe dolly, but has 
one face covered with raised 
serration for shrinking metal 
stretched by dents.
#14306

Toe Dolly
Provides easy accessibility to 
narrow pockets. Often used in 
shrinking and dinging fl at panels.
#14302

Heel Dolly
Heel-shaped design makes it easy 
to reach into sharp corners.
#14303

General-Purpose Dolly
Provides comfortable grip during heavy blows.
#14304

Sets start as low as $5999   See them at eastwood.com

PRO HAMMER & DOLLY SET
#14415 Includes all 17 Hammers 
 & Dollies shown 
 Orig. $379.99

TTTT INTRO
PRICE

$$299299 9999
SAVE SAVE $$8080

Strikin


